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Your Highness, Your Excel lencies, Distinguished Col Ieagues....

It is a great pleasure and honour to address this eminent audience

creativity in the Arab world.

This symposium is, of course, of great significance to the United

Nat ions Un i vers i ty -- and r^li 1 1 , t am sure, greatly stimulate and advance

the worldwide process through which we are seeking to bring cross-cultural

reflection on ways to release the innate forces of creaiivi ty in al I

soci et ies. 0ur that can

enrich the human existence.

t^/e began this process in Japan, in

East Asian scholars met to consider the

could be gained from that regionts many

j

the ancient city of Kyoto, where

potential intel lectual val ues that

societies. We then turned to

Latin American perspectives at a symposium in Hexico City which yielded

much additional insight.

Now we come to Kuwait -- a centuries-old crossroads of culture and

trade that today, thanks Iargely to its enlightened Ieadership, enjoys a

new and widely-admired social order. \^/e come here to seek the rich wisdom

of the Arab world.

This symposium, I hope, will prove an important and timely occasion

to define its own potentialthe academic.community of the Arab world
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contribution to the development of new global perspectives so badly needed

by a planet con'fronted with problems of unprecedented scale and complexity.

' ln seeking to def ine what this contribution might be, al I of us'wil I

equally wish to clarify our own thinking about the definition of Arab

culture -- in its deepest and most transcendental sense. This is a question

to which I will return later.

The situation we find ourselves in now is largely the result of a

fragmentation of the global power configuration, resulting from profound

economic and pol itical changes. This immense global transformation that

is now occurring was long overdue. The structural disparities that have

characterized the international order in the last century have long ceased

to be viable. Basicr-fundamental changes in the international order have

become inevitable. But we will have to devise ways. to enhance our capabilities

to deal with changes of these new magnitudes and velocities.

One of the central problems, in this world in transformation, wilI Iie

in the shaping of new configurations of power in a manner that will Iead

to a more equitable and peaceful international order -- one in which the

hundreds of millions who are now poor, hungry and despairing can realistically

aspire to true improvement in their daily Iot.

At the core of our approach, there must be the determination that

the growing interdependence among nations not be allowed to perpetuate 
.

the reliance of the poor on the rich. lnterdependence, in its only

acceptable sense, should refiect the web of mutually beneficial' interactions

that strengthen equitable and peaceful re'lations among nations.

Out of these-interactions must grow a single sense of human solidarity,

and a perception of the human species as an indivisible entity comprising

a global society of marry diverse cultures.
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Here Iet me turn to what I perceive as the important contribution

which the Arab nations could make in helping to promote and fill out such

global perspectives.

This fresh vision must first reject the notion that our present

situation is somehow answerable to conventional pol itical, economic or

technological nostrums. lt wil I arise rather from our redefinition and

reassertion of our civil izational and cultural values. And this is why

this symposium takes on su:ch significance -- because you are met here as

tl're intel lectual representatives of one of the worldrs major civil izations.

But recognition of the importance of our civilizational roots will

be fruitless -- and indeed counter-productive -- if it serves only to turn

us inward on ouselves in our efforts to recapture our own cultural

authenticity. From this inner look, that will enable us to define our

cultural ident.ity in contemporary terms, encompassing our own cultu.rai

goals and perspectives, there must then result a reaching out towards our

own world view in creative partnership wlth other civilizations and cultures.

We know that the greatness in Arab civilization stems from two important

sources of cultural creativity:

-,The first has been the tremendous endogenous creativity displayed

by Arab cultures in the past; the internal thrusts from various Ievels of

society, including major contributions in the field of science, which have

been such vital drive engines of Arab growth and development;

- The second has been the equally impressive capacity to incorporate

major elements of-other cultures -- and to do so in a way that has enriched

and fortified Arab civi I ization over the mi I lenia.

Both of these resources need to be revived and deployed in helping

the third world reduce the dependency which has for so long stifled the

t



creativities and crushed the dreams of our peoples. From these civi I izational

ins ights and impulses

towards the shaping of a new and culturally diverse world society.

Such a new society must possess the instrumentalities to come to

grips more effective.ly with hunger, poverty, and ignorance, as well as

the under'lying structural disparities, in a context of shifting power

configurations, higher energy costs, competing demands for food and fuel,

population pressures, and the many other interconnected concerns that vie

for attention on the march to modernity.

ems, e way or another, are linked in t

of modern s cience and technology. Lea rn i ng how to pu t science and technology

essential values

our

of h i therto

therefore have to devise I ternat i ve

eve I opmen t and strategies wh ich could t

seo

world, it must encompa SS th ree

First, to :.opt abilities to adapt existing

needs that we clearly

advances on the frontiers of science.

at the frontiers of science in
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the research laboratories, largely in the industrialized world, and be

prePared to play our own part in the latest scientific advances, whole

new sets of dependencies could be born. Science now promises much -- in,

soY, biotechnology and communications and their use for human and social

advancement. We must ensure that this new knowledge can be turned to the

third world's benefit as well, including the hitherto marginal ized segments

of our societ ies

- Third, and finallyr we must find new ways to tap and use creatively

our rich endogenous cultural resources in response to our own problems,

opportunities, and aspirations. ln doing so, we must adhere faithful ly to

the true meaning of endogeneity -- that is, a growing from within. 1"/e must

not limit our search for creativity therefore to the academic elites, but

seek to draw on many traditional intel lectual streams -- both individual

and institutiona'l . This requi.res new social Iearning processes.

The accomplishment of these three tasks has a number of preconditions.

But undoubtedly the most fundamental ond is that we clear'ly define our own

cultural identities and basic values and goals.

This cal ls, rea'lly, for a process of redef inition and reinterpretation

-- one which will permit us to see more clearly the potential strengths and

spiritual resources that Iie within this Arab civilization and many other

civi i izations. This wi I I aiso mean unlearning those elements that have

contributed to a distortion of our true identity -- most notably the

Europe-centred historical notion of what we of these ancient civi I izations

are thought to be.

ln the process, we will inevitably have to face the question of the

relationship between science and moral Values. At one point in history,

in most civilizations, science and religion, as a source of such values,

l'
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This drift must be reversed.
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beliefs, in our deliberations here we will wish to consider, quite logically

and properly, how Moslem civi I ization can meet this chal lenge. Can lslamic

civi l ization deal effectively and creatively with science and technology

within a transcendental perception of I ife?

It is already possible, however, to sense -- through the agonies of

conflict even among ourseives and the swirling cross-currents of change

-- the search by our lslamic civilizations for new pattBrns of purpose and

cohesiveness which could reverse the earl ier processes of stagnation and

decay. But it is only the beginning of a long and painful historical process
j

leading to the emergence of contemporary lslamic civi I izations. The same

process is in train in other non-tr/estern civilizations who wilI eventualIy

also take their rightful place side by side with l/estern civi I ization in a

cul tural Iy plurai istic world.

It is this search for a new pluralistic world that is at. the heart

of the work of the United l,iations University. The University is seeking

to play a catalytic role in mobilizing the intellectual potential and

conscience of the world -- and particularly in the third world. ln this

mobi l ization, the contribution of Arab intel lectuals could be of tremendous

significance. Theii- efforts -- your efforts -- to bring about an

intel lectual renaissance in Arab cultures could be an important contribution

to the inteliectual endeavours of the third world.



our sympos ium tp
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am te the worthy cause.
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I bel ieve that the rnob i I izat ion of the th ird wor Id i ntel I ectua I --

and the welding oi his thought and work to that of similarly-minded colleagues

elsewhere -- is an indispensable prgrequisite of humanity,s advance out

of its present crisis.

It wil I be an enormous task. We must confront, dispassionately and

with a minimum of rhetoric, the real ity of our present fragmentation. l,/e

must knit together the best intellectual efforts of the third world -- it

is one of the major challenges we face in our endeavours to build a more

viable and moral Iy acceptable international order

constitutional freedom flourishes and welcomes thinkers from al I parts of

the Arab and non-Arab world. I am sure that the co-ordinator of the UN

University project on Socio-cultural Development Alternatives, Dr. Anouar

Abdel-Malek, shares my view that we will find much here this week that is

rich and fu1 fi I I ing and enl ightening.

Hay I aiso take this opportunity, on behalf of the United Nations

University, to express our deepest gratitude to His Highness the Crown

Prince Sheikh Saad Al Abdullah Al Sabah for inviting us here. 0ur thanks

go also to Their Excellencies, Abdel Aziz Hussein and Yakoub al-Ghoneim

and to the Rector of the University of Kuwait for all their kind co-operation

and ass i stance.

We all know, and are grateful to Kuwait, for the generous support it

suppl ies to universities and research units within the Arab world. But

even more important is the fact that Kuvrait today is a kind of haven where

hundreds of scholars, intel Iectuals, journal ists and artists from al I over

the A.rab world can work in peace and liberty for a better Arab future. I


